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Belmar students participate in annual Young
Writers’ Conference
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — Four Belmar Elementary School students recently
participated in the 2nd annual Young Writers’ Conference at
Brielle Elementary School.

The Young Writers’ Conference brings together students from
the Manasquan sending district for one day on Feb. 22 to
collaborate and create an anthology of original work. Each
school in the Manasquan sending district was able to send four
“gifted and talented” students — two writers, an editor and an
artist.

Belmar Elementary sent sixth-grader Bridget Woodrow, 12,
fifth-grader Ashleigh Sharp, 11, eighth-grader Jack Luedekke,
14, and eighth-grader Sierra Lopez, 13.

“Since we are all from small schools, the convocation model
provides the students with an opportunity to compete and
cooperate in a larger setting,” said Pamela Norman, a Brielle
Elementary integrated curriculum teacher and one of the
teachers at the conference.

The 28 students were tasked with creating an anthology
centered around the theme “journey,” with each writer
bringing a 300-word journey-themed piece to the conference.
The artists then illustrated the pieces submitted, and the
editors and writers worked together to edit the pieces.

Journey was chosen as a theme to “elicit a variety of
responses, spanning multiple genres,
from the writers,” Ms. Norman said.

By the end of the day, the 28 students published the anthology “Through Our Eyes,”
with each student receiving a copy of the book.

“I love the fact that the students interact and cooperate to create an original finished
product on a deadline,” Ms. Norman said. “In that respect, the event introduces the
important career and college readiness skills that we expect of our students.”
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Twenty eight fifth- through eighth-graders
participated in the second annual Young
Writer’s Conference at Brielle Elementary
School on Feb. 22. The Writer’s Conference
allows the students, all from Manasquan High
School sending districts, to create an original
anthology. This year’s anthology was “Through
Our Eyes,” and had various illustrations and
written works centered on a “journey” theme.
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